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Civil Service Act, 2049 and Regulation, 2050
Elements of Surveying and Mapping
i
Introduction
- Principles of Surveying,
- Definition of terms used in Surveying,
- Units and measurement,
- Types and constructions of Scale,
- Linear nd angular measurements,
- Area and volume,
- Bearing and convergence,
- Types of errors and correction,
- Solution of Triangles,
- Chain Survey,
- Tacheometric Survey,
- Levelling,
- Traversing,
- Triangulation,
- Trilateration,
- Plane Table Survey,
- Aerial Photograplhs,
- Types of aerial photographs,
- Photo Scale,
- Parallax and its measurement,
- Stereoscopic Vision,
- Overlaps,
- Photo Interpretation,
- Spheroid,
- Grik and Graticules,
- Universal Transverse Mercator Projection,
- Sheet design and numbering for Topographical Base Maps,
- Map Scale,
- Map Symbols,
- Contouring and hill shading,
- Generalisation of details,

ii

iii
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- Name Collection and Accuracy of Maps.
Equipment and their uses
- Magnetic Compass,
- Chain
- Tapes,
- Plane Table,
- Theodolitd,
- Level,
- Distance Meter,
- Steroscope,
- Telescopic Alldade,
- Tacheometer,
- Drawing and Scribing tolls land Materials,
- Vacum Contact Printer,
- Light Sources Process Camera,
- Offset Press.
Survey Computations
- Techniques of field book checking,
- Computation of elevations from levelling field books,
- Computation of Co-ordinates by traversing and triangulation Survey for
third and fourth order ground control points,
- Preparation of control chart and bench mark chart.

Techniques of Map lmaking and their use
i
Map maing procedure of small scale maps.
ii
Topographical base maps and large scale maps.
iii
Method of reconnaissance.
iv
Monunientation.
v
Observation for Third and Fourth order control points.
vi
Spirit levelling methods and their procedure for establishment of third and
fourth order bench marks.
Cadastral Survey and records
i
Sheet design and Sheet numbering for cadastral map.
ii
Contorl poing piotting.
iii
Plot (Parcel) numbering land plot survery and field book preparation.
iv
Area measurements.
v
Notiification and methods of land registration procedure.
vi
Classification of Land
vii
Preparation of land records and land ownership Certificate.

viii
ix
x
xi
xii
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Land Survey Act and rules.
Departmental Circular related to the registration of land ownership.
Care and maintenance of field books and cadastral plans.
Delineation of field plot bounday.
Up-dating of dadastral maps land field books.

Engineering Survey
i
Irrigation
- Surveying and mapping for intake and command area and proposed
cannal,
- Alignment Survey for Canal,
- X-Section and L-Section or Canal alignment.
ii
Roads
- Alignment Survey,
- Setting out Curves,
- X-Section and L-Section of road alignment,
- Establishment of bridge abutments.
iii
Hydro electric power
- Suverying for intake and power house site,
- Alignment Survey for transmission line.
iv
Surveying for Building Construction
- Large scale mapping for building design,
- Selection of building site,
- Demarcation of building site,
- Urban Survey.
v
Mining and Geological Survey
- Instrument used for the mining and Geological Survey,
- Idea of Geological land mineral maps, Geological and Geomorphological
Symbols,
- Land use map,
- Tunnel Survey.
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Normal Angle Photographs
Wide Angle Photographs
Super Wide Angle Photographs
Abnormac Angle Phogographs
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